Introduction
Let G/H be a semisimple symmetric space. Related to the (minimal) principal series for G/H there is a series of Eisenstein integrals on G/H. These are K-finite joint eigenfunctions for the G-invariant differential operators on G/H. Here K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. The Eisenstein integrals are generalizations of the elementary spherical functions for a Riemannian symmetric space (and more generally of the generalized spherical functions in [9, w and of Harish-Chandra's Eisenstein integrals associated to a minimal parabolic subgroup of a semisimple Lie group.
In this paper we develop a theory of asymptotic (in fact, converging) expansions towards infinity for the Eisenstein integrals. The theory generalizes HarishChandra's theory (see [8, Thm. IV.5.5] , and [13, Thm. 9.1.5.1]) in the two cases mentioned above (see also [9, Thm. III.2.7] ). The main results are Theorems 9.1 and 11.1. The first of these states the convergence on an open Weyl chamber of the series expansion whose coefficients are derived recursively from the differential equations satisfied by the Eisenstein integrals. The sum Oh of the series is an eigenfunction which behaves regularly at infinity but in general is singular at the walls of the chamber. The basic estimates which ensure the convergence of the series also provide an estimate for ~x, which is a generalization of Gangolli's estimates ( [7] ) in the Riemannian case. As in Gangolli's case, our estimates are derived by a modification of the Oh with the square root of a certain Jacobian function.
The second main result expresses the Eisenstein integral as a linear combination of the Oh; the coefficients are the c-functions (defined in previous work by one of us) related to the Eisenstein integrals.
The results of this paper are used for the Plancherel and Paley-Wiener type results obtained in [5] for the Fourier transform corresponding to the minimal prin-cipal series, just as Gangolli's estimates in the Riemannian case play a crucial role in Helgason's and Rosenberg's work for the spherical transform (see [8, w In the case of a semisimple Lie group, considered as a symmetric space, estimates sufficient for the application to the Paley-Wiener theorem are given in [1] . The present, stronger, estimates were in this case obtained in [6] . Let U(g) be the universal enveloping algebra of the complexification ~c of g, 
Let (T,
Here it should be noted that for uEU(~) MnKnH the operator T(u) on V~ preserves the subspace V MnKnH, and that we henceforth are abusing notations by letting T(u) denote the induced endomorphism of V MnKnH.
Let log: Aq---+aq denote the inverse of explaq. Then for aEAQ, AEaqc we write a)~=e ;~(l~ Moreover, we define the function e~: Aq--~C by (3) e~(a)=a ~.
Let E be a finite dimensional linear space. We are interested in E-valued functions on A + which admit a series expansion of the form For aEE, let 9a--fla| + -denote the decomposition of the root space ~ into 
Hence, taking into account that + Z~#ED, we obtain that 
X+~,iX+_~,i+X+_~,iX+~,i-cotha(Y)H~+2sinh-2 a(Y)((Z+,i)2) ~ ~.
From (7) and (8) we obtain
and
Hence, taking into account that Y~i E b, we see that
In analogy with (9) 
X~,~XZ~,i+Xz~,iX~# =-tanha(Y)H~-2cosh -2 a(Y)((Z~,i)2) ~-1.
The lemma now follows from (10) and (11) (12) 0>0
where the hyperbolic functions cosh c~, sinh a etc. are viewed as functions on A + by means of (3). on A~. Here )~ is a parameter in aq~, and we assume that r is represented by a formal series
formal. In particular, differentiations are taken term by term. By (12) the resulting formal series is of the same form as (15). The motivation for studying exactly this equation (14) will be clear from Theorem 11.1 below (cf. also Remark 11.2). The differential equation (14) will yield a recursive relation for the coefficients F~(A), which will enable us to conclude that for generic A the power series As in [7] it is profitable to consider the shifted (at first formally defined) function
where 
J(a)l/2=aQ E c~a-~' J(a)-l/2=a-~ E b~a-~'
~ENA ~ENA with coefficients cr br E R, then Co =b0 = 1. It is easily seen that the coefficients be and cr have at most polynomial growth in ~ (in fact the cr are bounded). For ~ENA define 
d(a) = J(a)-l/2Ftaq [J(a) 1/2] (a e A+).
Lemma 5.1. Let a=expYEA~. Then
Proof. The lemma follows from equation (12) combined with the following expression:
We shall prove this expression in the following equivalent form
To prove (21), fix an orthonormal basis H1,... Hn for aq. Then aq=~j=lH 2, and we obtain Later we shM1 give an explicit expression for the coefficients d~, see (36).
We also have the converging expansions
Inserting these expansions in the equation of Lemma 5.1 we obtain:
Let the operator "yEEnd(End(VynKnH)) be defined as the commutator
then we have the following:
and suppose that ~ is a formal solution (15) to the equation (14) . Then for every u 9 we have:
For the proof of this proposition, we need the following lemma. In view of (17) and (24) this leads to:
Using (25) we finally obtain that when aq is a maximal abelian subspace of q, then mC [~ so that A(~-)={pt} and the same conclusion holds, for all T for which vMnKnH~{0}. In particular this is the case when G/H has rank 1 or is of 'K~-type' (see [10] for the latter notion).
The fundamental estimate
Let RER be fixed, and let the set XR be defined by (28). Pro@ If uCXR, then p,=l, and the result is an immediate consequence of the previous lemma. On the other hand, if ,EXR, then it follows from the above mentioned fact that @-2),, u)+7 is diagonalizable with eigenvalues (,-2)`, u)+d, dEAf, that
is holomorphic on a neighborhood of gq(Q, R), where the product is taken over those dEAf for which (u-2)`',u}+d=0 for some )`'Egq(Q,R). By the definition this implies that )`'cS, and hence by Lemma 6.1 that dEAfR,~. Thus the product term in (31) with C a constant independent of ),. We will prove this estimate by induction along the natural ordering ~ on NA. Since by definition F0=I and q0=l it clearly holds for u=0. Therefore, let ur and suppose the estimate has been established for all elements ~ENA strictly smaller than u. From the recurrence relation in Proposition 5.2 it follows that q,(A)F,(A) can be written as a finite sum of terms of the form
q~(~) pu(A)q,(A) ~vu(A)((u-2A, p) +7)-1]A• [q,(A)F,(A)],
where ~6NA, U-<u, and where A,6End(End(V~MnKnH)) is independent of A. The rational factor in front is a polynomial of degree degq~,-degp~,-degq,7; therefore the required estimate follows from the induction hypothesis combined with Corollary 7.2. [] The constant C in the above estimate can in turn be estimated uniformly in the parameter u.
Theorem 7.4. Fix RER, and let F,(A) and F,(A) be as above. There exist constants C, • > 0 (depending on % R ) , such that (32)

IPR(A)I IIr (A)ll _< C(l+lul)~(l+[)~]) d'gp" and (33) ]pR(A)I IIF.(A)]] < C(l+]ul)X(1-i-iAi)degp%
for all uENA and AE~q(Q, R).
Notice that the existence of C and x such that (32) holds is equivalent to the existence of C and x such that (33) holds, by the polynomial estimates of the coefficients in (18) and (19), and the fact that the number of terms in (18) Proof. Recall (20) to motivate the following calculation. Let H1 ,... , Hn be an orthonormal basis for aq, then 12aq--)-~j H 2. Write Y=log a and recall from (23) that We insert these expressions in (35) and sum over j. Since ~j c~(Hj)~(Hj)=(a, ~}, we conclude Since for each pair (a,/3) the cardinality of the set 
l(o~ 1/2 E [m+~ coth a(Y) + m[~ tanh a(Y)]a(Hj). Hj(J(a) U2) = -~,~j c~>O
H2( J(a)U2) = 1j(a)U2 (~>o[m+ coth~(Y)+m~ tanh c~(Y)]a(Hj))2
k l --2ks-2l~
J(a)-l/2a,q(J(a)l/2)= ~_~ (a,/~) XkxzM2M}a
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (27) and Lemma 7. Under the assumption that (40)
x >_ 2c3 (c2 + 89 ,
we shall now prove the estimate (39) for all v, using induction on re(v). Here c2, c3 and c4 are the constants of (34), (37) and (38), respectively. Theorem 7.4 is an immediate consequence.
Fix m>mo, suppose that (39) has already been established for all u with rn(v)<m, and suppose a u with m(u)=m is given. We claim that (39) holds for this u, with unchanged constant C. By (38) and (39) we have
<m-----(~ Id~l(l+m(u-~));* § E n(l+m("-2n~
(l+lAI)degPn
where the last estimate has been obtained using for some sEW(b). The fact that A is generic on the hyperplane (A, vo)=c in aqc now implies that s leaves the orthocomplement of v0 in aqc pointwise fixed. Hence s is a product of reflections in roots of E(b) orthogonal to this subspace, that is, roots belonging to b~| One of these roots must have a nontrivial restriction to aq, since otherwise s would leave aq fixed and b k invariant, forcing s),=~ and ~--AI-sA2Eb~, a contradiction. Hence there is a root /3 in the restricted root system E which is proportional to v0. []
Two lemmas
In the following section we shall express the Eisenstein integral in terms of the c-functions and the functions ~ of the previous section. The result below is the first step towards this goal. Let QEP~(Aq) be fixed, and let the notation be as in the previous section. 
) (a E Aq(Q)).
Here it should be noted that ~-(w) maps Vy nt~nH bijectively to V~ MnKn~H~-I with inverse T(w-1), SO that the right-hand side of the above expression yields an element of End(VMnKn~H~-~).
Proof. by the same lemma, the claimed identity (48) Proof. By sphericality we have for the left-hand side of (54):
DE(P: r A) = E(P: p(D:
(55)
E( P: r )~)(aw) = T(w)E( P: r )~)(w-t aw).
It follows from [4, Lemma 7] , that [cQ,p(s:
(r E Using this identity as well as (53) we obtain the following expre~ion for the righthand side of (54):
(e).
sEW
Replacing w-ts by s in the sum we obtain that this equals
7(w) E Ow-~Qw(SA: w-law)[Cw-~Qwl P(s:/~)r (e).
sEW Combined with (55) this shows that it suffices to prove the theorem for w--1 and Q arbitrary.
By linearity we may assume that ~b belongs to one of the components of ~ in (50), say ~ MnKn~H~-~ . Now ~-(v) maps V MnKnH onto the latter space, and applying once more loc. cit., Lemma Combined with the above this shows that it suffices to prove the theorem for CE ~ (~-) and P arbitrary.
We now have CE~ MnKnH. By linearity we may also assume that ~b is a joint eigenvector for all p(D: ;~), DED(G/H), )~Ea~c (cf. loc. cit., Lemma 4) . Notice that both sides of (54) are meromorphic in ~. Hence it suffices to establish this identity for ~ in U, or any nonempty open subset thereof. Shrinking U if necessary we obtain from (52) that We claim that
(a E A + (Q)).
(59)
q2Qig(S:)~)(a)=eeQ(S)~:a)~vQiP, o(S:~)~]l(e ) (aEA~(Q))
